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Plot Hooks

The Races
Eleusaria does not have the racial diversity of the
Forgotten Realms or Eberron. The only races that
have managed to find their way here are Elves,
Dwarves, Humans, Halflings and Gnomes... so far.
If you would like to play as a different race,
consider the following:

What effect would the arrival of that species
have on the already fragile political state?
The last 'new' race that arrived was the orcs,
and they brought war and destruction. How
would your race be perceived by the very
insular inhabitants?
How did your race arrive?

You'll see as the seasons unfold how this is
handled by us, as it is something that is definitely
planned. Get creative and feel free to destabilise
The Council's plans!

New Races & New Classes?

Beyond the Borders

Resources



Creating A Character

T
Origins
A Humble Beginning

A Noble Lineage

é

Things to consider

A Note on Character Creation
These backgrounds are not intended to replace
the backgrounds already in existence, but rather
to supplement them. Consult with your DM/
players on how you'd like to incorporate it into
your story, and how much you'd know of each
city. If it's fun for you and your game, then it's
fine!

Choosing A Race

Humans

Dwarves

Halflings and Gnomes



Greyblood Elves

"They walk across the world with no idea how far
they have fallen, or just how much they have lost.
Pity them, for they know not that they are
children." The Unknown Scholar

High Elves
"The Elder Race live shut behind their walls,
longing for days long passed. They abandon their
responsibilities to the other people of the realm,
and put faith in their mighty archives. How The
King would cry if he could see his people now." 
- The Unknown Scholar



The Raging Dark

THistory

A Flicker of Hope

Shield Of The Realm

The Great Siege



Hope Dawns

Together We Stand

The Turning Tide

Great Heroes

King Eleusa

Arithea Silversight

Magni Ironblood



Iraeni Earthensong

Silkon Bumbleson

Jassica Findorp

Elesil Dawnsight

The Unknown Companion



The Age Of Light

T

The Lost King

The Slow Decline

The Calendar

The Year Cycle
Season Month Pronuncation

Time of Growth Liethyn Lee - thin

Luaryn Loo - are - in

Laeryn Lay - air - in

Time Of Feasts Saenii Say - nigh

Murnig Murr - nig

Alaeryn Uh - lair - in

Time of Tears Wenth When - thh

Alaeranon Uh -l air - anon

Undig Une - dig

Time of Bones Untathor Un - ta - thor

Braendil Brenn - Deel

Morgothir More - goth - ear

Time of Chaos Suanathye Sue- ah - na - thay

The Weekly Cycle
Day Pronunciation

Murnir Murr - near

Wendyll When - dill

Hendwë Hend - way

Firgas Fear - guss

Sundig Soon- dig

Brenethor Bren - ee - Thor

Lofgni Lovg - knee

Eleusa El - you - sa

Naenari Nay - narr - ee



The Kingdom of Eleusaria

The Merchant Coast

The Sands

The Central Plain

Great Lake

The Primal Forest

Wild Coast

http://www.inkarnate.com/


Dragon's Teeth Peaks

"What do you mean you want me to
chronicle the kingdom? It's a
dump!" The Unknown Scholar



The Cities of Eleusaria - Journey's End
"The journey there was sand, sand and more
bloody sand. 'Oh, but your must see the view
from atop the plateau' they told me, so onwards I
went to this accursed place. Once I had climbed
to the top, what did I see? Sand." 
The Unknown Scholar

A brief history

The Plateau

The Garrison

The temple

Ancient Ruins

The Bazaar

The Slums

The Oasis

The Farms

What Happens Here?



Journey's End Background
D4 Origin Story

1 Farmer. Growing up by the oasis your family
provided food for the city. From an early age you got
used to waking up early to tend the fields, though
you never loved it. After one harvest you argued with
your folks and decided to run away. Cities make you
uncomfortable, but you thrive in rural areas.

2 Merchant. The Bazaar was your playground as a child,
running errands between the stalls until you were
lucky enough to be taken on as an apprentice. You
have an eye for a bargain and find it easy to locate
places that welcome travellers.

3 Acolyte. The giant temple on the plateau is all you've
ever known as home. You don't remember your
parents, and you assume yourself to be a foundling.
Churches & temples are always places where you
can find inner peace.

4 Soldier. You've trained with weapons since you were
young. Were you selected for a mission and asked to
leave? Or did you have enough of the endless
discipline and decide to desert? You can easily
recognise those who are competent with arms, and
know the insignias and banners associated with the
military.



The Cities of Eleusaria - Lakton

A Brief History The Brine
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The Floating Market

The Golden Isle

Clifftop

Elder's Isle

Cathedral of The Lady

"The water shone like facets of a jewel in the
light of the morning sun, and everywhere I
looked were faces so beautiful it would bring
most people to tears. Market traders sold goods
of such splendour my eyes widened anew around
each corner. The folk were congenial and warmly
embraced me as I passed. It was right about then
I noticed that one of the little buggers had made
off with my coinpurse." - The Unknown Scholar

Lakton Background
D4 Origin Story

1 Fisherman. You were raised day and night on a boat,
used to backbreaking labour. When your father
passed you decided to sell his boat and see what the
world had to offer.

2 Noble. Born on The Golden Isle, you were both
privileged and spoiled growing up. You are used to
the parties and the dances of the wealthy. The world
is your oyster, and yet you chose to leave home and
see what else was out there. Let us hope that your
complete lack of understanding about the real world
does not bring you trouble.

3 Thief. You survived a tough childhood in The Brine,
falling into bad company and joining a thieves guild.
Now you're based out of the The Silver Swan,
working jobs for the gang. What could make you
leave? Did a job go wrong? Are you playing a long
con? Maybe you're on the run from your gang?

4 Trader. The stalls of the floating market were your
home growing up. You've a sharp eye for a deal and
enjoy the hustle and bustle of lively crowds. You've
seen many of the material wonders that life has to
offer already, but there's a world of splendour still
waiting for you out there.



The Cities of Eleusaria - Irithyn

A Brief History The Archive

The Halls Of Wisdom

The House of Healing
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The Field of Blades

The Hearth

The Fields Of Remembrance

Eradin's Joy



The Cities of Eleusaria - Stormhaven

A Brief History
"For three weeks I travelled north through dark
forests, wretched swamps and gathering snows.
When I arrived I found a squalid city cowering
under endless storms. My companion suggested
I visit the Dwarven mines to get warm. Let me
tell you that the hospitality of those folk was
anything but! They stared at me and went silent
whenever I spoke to them until I left to head
back south to civilsation. If only a storm could
blow the whole blasted place down nobody
would care! - The Unknown Scholar

http://www.inkarnate.com/


Dragon Teeth

Citadel Hill

The Sweeps

Nooks

The Wash

Stormhaven Background
D4 Origin Story

1 Washling. Abandoned as a child, you have grown up
in The Wash. You have learnt to live off scraps and
trash, but are fascinated by the strange and unusual
objects that wash up on the beach daily. Are you still
in the city, scrabbling to surive? Or did you manage
to hide on a wagon headed south and are now trying
to survive in the warm and relatively storm free
lands?

2 Hunter. Only the strong survive in the wilds. You've
learned to hunt game and beasts with competance.
Others might be terrified of the wild storms, but you
are canny enough to know how to find shelter from
the worst of the weather even when stuck outside.

3 Humble Origins. You grew up in The Sweeps, with a
loving family who could never offer you much, but
raised you as best they could. You may have been
poor, but your clothes were always clean and your
hair was always brushed. Now it's time for you to
take those solid sensibilities into the real world and
find your way.

4 Stormrider. Nobody has ever managed to
successfully sail in the seas of The Storm Coast. You
fully intend to be the first to find out what lies
beyond the wild waters. All you need is a crew as
mad as you, and a ship that can withstand the abuse.
That shouldn't be too hard to find, should it?



The Cities of Eleusaria - Tradeport

A Brief History Lower City



Dockside

The Twitterns

Abandoned Library

The Market

Cathedral

Upper City

Fountain West

Fountain East

Treevale

The Summit

"I stepped off the boat onto the dock and all I
could see were people scurrying around loading
crates onto carts. The smell of oil and tar was
everywhere. The people weren't much better:
grubby and reeking of mackerel. The Guild sent
an escort to take me to their hall, and honestly
the stink of corruption was worse than the fish."
- The Unknown Scholar



Tradeport Background
D4 Origin Story

1 Dockhand. Born into poverty you spent your days
shifting crates off of the ships that sailed into
harbour each day. Your evenings in the taverns with
the other workers hardened you to drink, and after a
few ales you are likely to burst into song and
attempt to climb tall objects.

2 Guild Member. Your family are rich, new members of
the Merchant's Council living in Treevale. In order to
make a name for yourself you decide to head out
and find your own way in the world, but you'll always
be beholden to The Guild.

3 Sailor. One of the few people to cross the sea itself,
you've worked on the ships since you were young.
The sea itself seems home to you, but a recent
altercation with The Guild has left you landlocked.

4 Outlander. Wow, you are a long way from home. You
were born across the sea itself in the mysterious city
known only as 'The Enclave'. You've grown up
listening to the stories of your grandfather, and now
you've returned to your ancestral homeland to
search for something.



The Cities of Eleusaria - The Capital

A Brief History



Elven Gate

"The only truly civilised place in the world.
Stinking peasants, stupid nobles, drunk
students and cheating merchants everywhere
I look. It might not be perfect, but at least the
thieves here can speak properly. Oh yes, it's
good to be home." - The Unknown Scholar

The Scolds

Vilyn's Corner

Stone's Heart

Stubborn Gate

Burringdale

Gilders Green

Low Wold



The Garden

The Council
The Capital Background
D4 Origin Story

1 Student. You were sent to the city to study, the first
member of your family to achieve the honour. Will
you spend your days drunk and bunking class? Are
you studious and serious, seeking the hidden
knowledge of the world? Or have you been kicked
out for seeking forbidden knowledge?.

2 Civil Servant. For most of your life you have worked
for the government. You've pushed papers and
followed the laws of the land. Maybe now you're
bored and want a new adventure, to throw off the
chains of monotony. Or maybe you've discovered
some foul secret, becoming jaded by the constant
failures of the political system to help the people.

3 Naturalised Citizen. Your family have lived in The
Scolds for many generations. They never stop talking
about 'back home'. Roll a d6 to determine where
your family was originally from: 1) Tradeport 2)
Journey's End 3) Lakton 4) Stormhaven 5) Irithyn 6)
The enclave across The Merchant Sea. You've never
really felt that the city is your home, and long to
reconnect with your roots. Let's hope the stories
you were told were accurate.

4 City Watch. You are an officer of the law, sworn to
uphold it. Maybe you are on a case and hunting
down a villain. Or maybe you're on the run, accused
of a crime you never committed, and you have to
use your skills and contacts to hide from the
authorities.



Religions in The Kingdom

S
Deities and Race

Ankor- Zün

The Lady of Light

Oedien

Eleusa

The Gods of The Elves

"I've never found much proof that the world was
created by a god. If it was, they were probably
drunk" - The Unknown Scholar

Forbidden Worship

The Broken Dawn

The Sodden Heart

The Whispers

The Last Night



Factions & Groups

W
Merchants & Traders
The Circle Consortium
The Guild of Carters
Wainwright Shipping
The West Sea Traders

Noble Houses
The Criminal Underworld
The Sapphire Serpents

The Black Syndicate

The Dragonflies

The Band

The Brass Daggers


